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Abstract 
The Menger universal spaces are realized as invariant sets of noninvertible, expanding maps. 
Minimal actions on these spaces of free groups with two or three generators are exhibited. 0 1998 
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The universal spaces for dimension theory introduced by Menger [17] are finite- 
dimensional compact metric spaces of great local complexity. They and their homeo- 
morphism groups have been studied closely [2,4,5], but little is known about dynamical 
systems supported on Menger spaces. The n-dimensional Menger space is denoted pn; 
a space which is everywhere locally homeomorphic to pn is usually called a Menger 
manifold. 
Theorem 2.2 shows that the Menger spaces arise naturally as invariant sets of expand- 
ing maps on manifolds with boundary; this may provide the most appealing picture of the 
Menger spaces for a reader whose background is in dynamics. Corollary 3.3 shows that 
no Menger manifold is an attractor for a self-map f on a locally finite polyhedron which 
is a homeomorphism onto its image. Theorem 4.1 shows that many Menger manifolds, 
and the universal spaces Pi, in particular, support minimal actions of finitely generated 
free groups. 
The related space known as the Sierpinski curve has been shown to support no minimal 
homeomorphisms [20], but we know of no similar theorems for any Menger manifold. 
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1. Menger manifolds 
Bestvina [4] showed that a connected, compact metric space X is a Menger manifold 
if and only if it is n-dimensional, locally (n - 1)-connected, and has the disjoint n- 
disks property. If in addition X is (n - I)-connected, then Bestvina showed that X is 
homeomorphic to pLn. 
One of the reasons this recognition theorem was sought is that several constructions 
of spaces with universal properties in dimension theory had been given, but it was not 
known if the resulting spaces were homeomorphic. Bestvina shows that, in particular, 
the construction of Pasynkov [21] yields pn if applied to the n-sphere, and a Menger 
manifold of dimension n if applied to other n-manifolds. We now sketch the Pasynkov 
partial product construction. 
Let X be a compact metric space and let U = {Uz: ?: E Z (2 1)) be a countable null 
basis for X (so this is a basis of open sets for X and diam(Ui) + 0 as i -+ co). Let 
3= {F,: i E Z (2 1)) b e a countable family of finite sets, each containing at least two 
elements. Define ‘&(X,2,/,3) = X. For T > 1, define 
Pr(X,U,3)= XxfIF, /y ( ) I 
where the equivalence relation N is generated by 
(z, fl I f2,. . . , fi, * ’ * 1 fr) - (G fl, f2, ’ * ’ 3 $7. . ’ > fr) 
for all fi, fi( E F, if n: 4 Vi, as i runs over 1 6 i 6 T. Projection ny” Fi + ny F, 
induces a projection &+I :‘P,+I(X,M,F) + P,(X,U,F). 
The Pasynkov partial product of the F, over X with respect to U is 
P(X,U, F) = lim inv(Pr(X,U, 3), &), 
and the induced map P(X,U, F) + ?a(X,U,3) = X will be called the Pasynkov 
projection. Each of the projections Pr+l (X, U, F’) + PT(X, U, F) has sections defined 
by taking any of the elements of F,.+I as a basepoint v; we will refer to these as Pasynkov 
sections, and we will use the same term for the composite sections PT(X,U, .F) + 
P(X,U, n. 
Assumption 1.1. Every Pasynkov partial product over a manifold M” will always be 
constructed using a null basis consisting of the interiors of disks Dn imbedded in Mn 
with bicollared boundaries. 
Under this assumption, each Pasynkov section s : P,(X,U, 3) -+ pr+f (X, IA, 3) in- 
duces an isomorphism in homotopy groups 7rJ for 1 < j 6 n- 1, by the Seifert-van Kam- 
pen theorem, Mayer-Vietoris sequence, and Hurewicz isomorphism theorem. Also under 
this assumption, Bestvina shows that the total space of a Pasynkov partial product over 
a closed manifold is a Menger manifold [4, pp. 98, 991. 
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Lemma 1.2. Let X be a compact, connected Menger n-manifold which is the total 
space of a Pasynkov partial product P(Mn, IA, 3) over a closed Euclidean manifold 
M” satisfying Assumption 1.1. Let G = fl,“=, G, b e any countable product of nontrivial 
finite groups. 
(a) There is an action of G on X so that the quotient map X 4 X/G coincides with 
a Pasynkov projection p : X --) Mn. 
(b) Each Pasynikov section s : M” ---f X of the projection p constructed in (a) is 
approximated arbitrarily close1.y by Pasynkov sections s’ : M” -+ X such that 
s(M) n s’(M) = 8. 
Proof. (a) Suppose that 3 = {F,: i E Z (2 1)) and for each i 3 1 let Hi = Fi U G,. 
Introduce two new Pasynkov partial products, 
Y = P(M”:U, {Gi}), 
Z=P(M”,U,{Hi}). 
We have inclusions X c) Z t-’ Y induced by F; q Hi Q Gi, and both inclusions 
induce isomorphisms in 7rj for 0 6 j < n - 1. Bestvina shows (Theorem 2.8.6 of [4]) 
that X E 2 E Y. 
The action of G on G by translation induces a G action on Y such that the quotient 
map Y + Y/G is the Pasynkov projection P(M”, U, {Gi}) + Mn. In addition, this 
action G x Y 4 Y is continuous with respect to the product topology on G. 
(b) We continue to work with Y as a description of the partial product. For each r 3 1 
let qr be the projection 
G=nGi +nGt. 
i=l i=l 
Given an open neighborhood U of s(M) c X there exists an Na such that if N 3 Na 
and g E G satisfies qN(g) = e then g . s(M) c U. (Recall that q;’ ({e}) is an open 
subset of G; the claim follows from the continuity of the action of G on Y.) 
Because U is a basis for n/In and this manifold is compact, there exists s > 0 so that 
{UN,,, . . . > uN,~+s } is an open cover of Mn. Let g = (9%) E G be such that if i < Na 
then gi = e, if Na 6 i < No + s then gi # e, and if i > Na + s then gi = P. The 
g-translate of s, g s : M 4 Y, is another Pasynkov section which is U-close to s but 
which satisfies s(M) n g. s(M) = 8. 
Smaller neighborhoods of s than the one defined by (Mn, U) in the compact-open 
topology on Maps( Mn, Y) are dealt with similarly: if K is a compact subset of Mn 
and V is an open neighborhood in Y of s(K) then there exists an N > 0 such that any 
g E G with q&-(g) = e satisfies g. s(K) c V. 0 
Bestvina found that R.D. Anderson’s notion of Z-sets is an important tool in the study 
of Menger manifolds (see [4, Definition 2.3.7 and Proposition 2.3.61). Claim (b) above 
establishes the next fact. 
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Corollary 1.3. If p : X = P(IW, U, 3) + M” is the projection in a Pasynkov partial 
product over a compact manifold M” and if Assumption 1.1 is satisfied then the image 
of any Pasynkov section s : M” + X is a Z-set in X. 
Remark 1.4. If a Menger manifold X is a Pasynkov partial product over a closed man- 
ifold M” then X satisfies a rough form of Poincare duality. Assuming coefficients in the 
field F2 of two elements so that orientability is irrelevant, for 1 < i < n - 1 the Betti 
numbers of X satisfy p,(X; Fz) = pi(M”; IF*) = &_,(M”; JF2) = &_,(X; &). 
This observation shows that many Menger manifolds are not homeomorphic to 
Pasynkov partial products over closed manifolds, and so do not lie within the scope 
of Theorem 4.1. Bestvina’s triangulation results [4] give a very regular description of 
compact Menger manifolds as intersections of compact manifolds with boundary. Al- 
though a special case of this triangulated structure appears in the next section, it seems 
to be less convenient for dynamical investigations than a Pasynkov partial product. 
2. Menger manifolds as invariant sets 
Cantor sets appear as invariant sets in almost every form of dynamical investiga- 
tion but their higher-dimensional counterparts, the Menger spaces pLn and spaces locally 
homeomorphic to ,u~, are less familiar and do not seem to have been recognized within 
interesting dynamical systems. Some negative results are known: Gunther and Segal 
showed that a Menger manifold can not appear as an attractor for a flow on a manifold 
[ 131, and Section 3 of the present paper will show that these spaces cannot be attractors 
of self-maps on polyhedra which are homeomorphisms onto their images. 
This section describes dynamical systems which have Menger spaces and other Menger 
manifolds as invariant sets. (By taking skeleta lying above the middle dimension these 
constructions can also realize intermediate universal spaces such as the Sierpinski curve.) 
Let I = [0, l] denote the compact unit interval and I” = n: I the compact k-cell. 
The &torus Tk = IR”/Z”. 
Recall that a map f : X 4 X of a metric space is said to be expanding if for each 
2 E X there are a real number C > 0 and an open neighborhood V of z such that for 
every Y E V d(f(x)7f(y)) b Cd(z,y). f IS uniformly expanding if C may be selected 
uniformly in 2. 
Theorem 2.1. For each n > 0 and each k 3 2n + 1 the uniformly expanding map 
f:Tk +Tk, x H 3x, 
possesses an invariant set which is a Menger manifold of dimension n. 
Proof. The core of this argument is a cubical cell structure for Tk. Let p : JR” + T” be 
the universal covering projection. Let 
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c, = {(x I)..., Xk) E I”: zi=1/2foratleastn+lof1,2,...,Ic}, 
U, = {(Z,,... ,Zk)EI”: l/3<~~~<2/3foratleastn+Iof1,2,...,~}. 
C = p(C,) c T”, 
U = ~$7,) c T”. 
C is a (Ic - n - l)-skeleton for T” and U is an open regular neighborhood of this 
skeleton. X0 = T” \ U is a closed regular neighborhood of a dual n-skeleton to C. 
For T > 0 define a nested sequence of sets X, recursively by X, = X,_ t nf-’ (X,_ I), 
and define X = n,“=, X,. Observe that X is a compact nonempty subset of T” which 
is f-invariant, and that we may describe X as the set of points in Tk whose forward 
orbits never visit the open set U. 
Each X, has an n-dimensional deformation retract (the n-skeleton in a finer cubical 
cell structure than the original), so the covering dimension of the inverse limit X is not 
greater than n. The n-dimensional set p( { ( ~1,. ,2,,0,0,. . ,O): xi E R}) lies in X, 
for all T, so X is an n-dimensional compact metric space. X is not simply connected, 
but it is locally (n - I)-connected since each X, is a closed regular neighborhood of an 
n-skeleton for the aspherical space T”. Because each X, is a &manifold with boundary 
and IC 3 2n + 1, the disjoint n-disk property for X follows from general position and 
simplicial approximation in X,. Bestvina’s recognition theorem [4] shows that X is a 
Menger manifold. (See [4] and [16] for more arguments of this kind.) 0 
Observe that the Menger curve p’ appears as X above if n = 1, but that none of the 
other universal Menger spaces is produced by this construction. 
A variation on the construction above is a bit more intricate and perhaps less natural, 
but realizes all the universal Menger spaces as invariant sets. 
Theorem 2.2. For each n 3 0 the Menger universal space pn is homeomorphic to an 
invariant set for an expanding map f : I” + I” for each k 3 2n + 1. 
Proof. Let T : R” --) I” be the quotient map for the action on Iw” of the group generated 
by reflections in the faces of I”, let h: IR” + R” be defined by h(z) = 3x, and let 
.f : I” + I” be the restriction to the unit cube of r o h. 
Let Cl c I” and Ur c I” be as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let Yc = I’ \ U1 and 
for r > 0 define a nested sequence of spaces Y, recursively by Y,. = Y,_t r? S-’ (Yr_t). 
Let Y = n;=, Y,. Y is a compact nonempty subset of I” which is f-invariant, and 
moreover if p: Iw” + Tk is the universal covering projection then Y = Ik n p-‘(X), 
where X is the Menger n-manifold imbedded in T” from Theorem 2.1. 
The arguments used for X show that Y is n-dimensional, locally (n - 1)-connected, 
and has the disjoint n-disk property. Globally, Y is a bit better than X since Y has the 
connectivity properties of an n-skeleton for I” rather than T”: Y is (n - 1)-connected. 
Therefore Y ” pLn by Bestvina’s characterization theorem. 0 
The restriction of f to X yields the following corollary, answering a question which 
had been posed by specialists in these spaces. Recall that a map f : X -+ X of a compact 
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metric space to itself is positively expansive if there is a real number D > 0 such that if 
Z, y E X and z # y then there is an T E Z (2 0) so that d(f’(z), f’(y)) > D. 
Corollary 2.3. The Menger space ,LL~ admits a positively expansive, open self-map. 
If we perform the construction of Theorem 2.2 with n < k < 2n + 1 then we obtain 
similar maps on intermediate universal spaces, including the Sierpinski curve (for which 
n = 1 and k = 2). 
Kato [14] and Aarts-Oversteegen [l] have shown that the Sierpinski curve admits no 
expansive homeomorphisms. The survey of Chigogidze, Kawamura, and Tymchatyn [6] 
observes that no compact Menger manifold admits an expansive homeomorphism with 
the pseudo-orbit shadowing property (see their Theorem 6.2.5), and also reports a result 
of Kawamura et al. [ 151 which indicates that if a locally connected one-dimensional 
continuum X admits an expansive homeomorphism, then (in most cases of interest, at 
least) X is homeomorphic to the Menger curve. 
3. Attractors 
We take a rather strong definition of “attractor”, following Williams [23,24] and others; 
see [ 18,191 for other views of this notion. 
Definition 3.1. Let X be a topological space and let f : X -+ X be a continuous map. 
A closed subset A of the nonwandering set n(f) . IS an attractor of f if and only if A is 
indecomposable (i.e., it is not the union of two disjoint, f-invariant, closed subsets) and 
there exists a neighborhood U of A such that f(U) 2 U and A = n,,, f”(U). 
The next result is a simple version of an important principle: if “attractor” is defined 
in a strong sense then the topological complexity of attractors is limited. See [13] for a 
sharper statement on attractors of flows and [12] for another constraint on attractors of 
maps. 
Proposition 3.2. Let M” be a locally jnite polyhedron and let f : Mn --t M” be a map 
which is a homeomorphism onto its image. 
If A is a compact attractor for f and if F is any jield then the tech cohomology 
groups of A with F coejticients are finite-dimensional vector spaces over F. 
Proof. Let V be a neighborhood of A which is triangulated as a finite polyhedron and 
satisfies f(V) C V and A = n,,, fi(V). Then the Tech cohomology group 
k’(A;F) = lim dirH’(fi(U);F) 
is a direct limit of vector spaces of bounded dimension, and this limit must satisfy the 
same dimension bound as the component vector spaces. 0 
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Corollary 3.3. No Menger manifold is an attractor for a self-map f on a locally finite 
polyhedron such that f is a homeomorphism onto its image. 
The corollary follows immediately since the top dimensional tech cohomology of a 
Menger manifold is infinitely generated over any coefficients. By contrast, recall that the 
construction of a p-adic solenoid as the intersection of a sequence of nested solid tori 
realizes that space as an attractor for a self-map of S’ x D* which is a homeomorphism 
onto its image. These observations have consequences for the topological structure of 
Menger manifolds. 
Corollary 3.4. No Menger n-manifold is an n-solenoid in the sense of Williams [24]. 
Proof. Williams [24] defines an n-solenoid to be the inverse limit C of an inverse system 
XPXPXP... 
with a single component space X, which is an n-dimensional C’ branched manifold 
subject to some side conditions, and a single bonding map g, which is a C’ expanding 
immersion such that the nonwandering set Q(g) = X. This definition is modeled on the 
familiar p-adic solenoid, for which X = S’ and g is a covering projection of degree p, but 
more complicated spaces are permitted. The realization result of [24] (Theorem B) shows 
that the shift map on an n-solenoid C is realized as an attractor of a diffeomorphism. 0 
The referee remarks that the results above may also be derived from the following fact, 
which is a consequence of Ferry’s stable converse to the Vietori-Smale theorem [9]. 
Folk Theorem. Let IF be any field and let R > 0. If X is a locally (n - 1)-connected 
compactum such that X = lim inv(X,p, : X, + X,-l), where each Xi is a compact 
polyhedron such that rank H” (Xi; IF) < R, then rank I?’ (X; IF) < R. 
4. Minimal group actions 
Recall that an action of a group G on a space X is said to be minimal if every orbit G.x 
is dense in X. If h : X + X is a homeomorphism such that every orbit {h”(x): k E Z} 
is dense in X then h is said to be a minimal homeomorphism. 
Little information seems to be available regarding individual homeomorphisms of 
Menger manifolds: for example, it seems to be unknown whether every Menger manifold 
has a minimal homeomorphism, or even a homeomorphism with a dense orbit. We can 
say a great deal more regarding finitely generated groups of homeomorphisms on Menger 
manifolds and related spaces. Our argument is strictly topological, but the realization of 
Menger spaces as boundaries of word hyperbolic groups by N. Benakli [3] and boundaries 
of reflection groups by A. Dranishnikov [7] exhibits interesting minimal actions with more 
geometric origins. 
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Theorem 4.1. rfa Menger manifold X is homeomorphic to the total space of a Pasynkov 
partial product over a closed Euclidean manifold M” then X admits a minimal action 
by a free group with three or fewer generators. 
Proof. Fathi and Herman showed in Corollary 2.3 of [8] that every smooth, connected, 
compact manifold without boundary M” possesses a minimal action of a free group with 
two generators, building upon the existence of a diffeomorphism on M with a dense orbit. 
Let G = n,“=, C,, be a countable product of finite cyclic groups such that i # j 
implies that pi and rj are relatively prime. Such a group has a dense cyclic subgroup; 
let C < G be such a group, with generator h. 
Apply Lemma 1.2 to realize a G-action on X such that X t X/G coincides with 
a Pasynkov projection p : X + Mn. Let s : Mn --+ X be a continuous section of the 
Pasynkov projection p, so that s(Mn) c X is homeomorphic to M”. 
The theorem of Fathi-Herman cited above gives two diffeomorphisms ft, f2 of M* 
which generate a mmimal action of the free group (ft ) * (R) on M”. Lift ft and R to 
homeomorphisms ft , f2 : s(M”) + s(Mn). 
Corollary 1.3 shows that s(M”) is a Z-set in X and Bestvina’s Z-set unknotting 
theorem (Theorem 3.1.1 of [4]) shows that we may extend ft and f2 to homeomorphisms 
91,92:x +x. 
The free group generated by gt, g2, and h acts minimally on X. We see this by 
combining the vertical and horizontal behavior of our maps. Fibers of p are G-orbits, 
in which every (h)-orbit is dense. The subgroup (gt) * (92) leaves s(Mn) invariant and 
every orbit under this subgroup of any point in s( Mn) will be dense in s(Mn). We 
may translate any point z of X into any open subset U of X in three stages: begin by 
choosing any point u E U and then an integer k so that h’(s(p(u))) E U, implying 
that h-“(U) meets s(Mn) in an open set; next find an element g of (gt) * (92) so that 
g- ’ (hh” (U)) meets G .x; and finally choose 1 E Z so that h’(x) E g-’ (h-‘“(U)). Then 
h” o g o ht(x) E U, as desired. 0 
We make some observations which follow from the proof of the theorem above, 
including some comments on the question of minimal homeomorphisms. 
Corollary 4.2. The Menger space pn has a minimal action of a free group with two 
generators if n is odd, and a minimal action of a free group with three generators if n 
is even. 
Proof. pn is a Pasynkov partial product over S”, so if n is even then there is nothing 
new to prove. Assume for the rest of the argument that n is odd. 
Fathi and Herman show in Theorem 1 of [8] that if M” is a closed manifold with 
a smooth, effective circle action then Mn has a minimal diffeomorphism. In particular, 
odd-dimensional spheres have minimal diffeomorphisms. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 can be recapitulated with any group A acting minimally 
on the manifold base of a Pasynkov partial product to yield a minimal action of a free 
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product of A with an infinite cyclic group on the partial product. In the present case, a 
minimal action of a free group on two generators is the result. 0 
Remark 4.3. Consider the homeomorphism h of the proof of Theorem 4.1. The closure 
of the orbit {h”(z): Ic E Z} through any point .‘L: E X is the fiber of the Pasynkov 
projection X _ X/G = Mn. Therefore h has no fixed points or periodic points, 
because this fiber is infinite and the h-orbit through 5 is dense in the G-orbit through x. 
We make Remark 4.3 because the obvious topological obstructions to the existence of 
minimal homeomorphism on a topological space are fixed point theorems and periodic 
point theorems. There are no such obstructions to the existence of a minimal homeo- 
morphism on pin or any other Menger manifold which is realized as a Pasynkov partial 
product over a closed manifold. 
Remark 4.4. One might hope that if n is odd then a minimal homeomorphism on b” 
could be produced by a variation on the argument above which begins with the extension 
to /rn, .f4, f o a minimal homeomorphism f on S” and the vertical homeomorphism h on /L” 
and forms a composite of the two. An application of Bestvina’s Z-set unknotting theorem 
for Menger manifolds shows that this is a vain ambition unless additional conditions are 
imposed on .f; at this writing such a program does not look promising. 
We are left with several questions concerning minimal actions on Menger manifolds: 
Does every Menger manifold support a minimal action of a free group with three or 
fewer generators? (In other words, is the Pasynkov partial product structure exploited 
above necessary or not for these conclusions?) How sharp are these results--do any 
Menger manifolds possess minimal homeomorphisms? This question has been posed 
and unresolved for the Menger curve for approximately forty years (see Gottschalk’s 
survey [lo], which also appears in later printings of [ 111). 
The least cardinality of a generating set for a minimal group action is a topological 
invariant of a space X: how does this cardinal compare to other invariants of X? In [22] 
we consider this issue for Euclidean manifolds, and we hope to return to this question 
for Menger manifolds in a later paper. 
Finally, how may one recognize a Menger manifold which admits the Pasynkov partial 
product structure used in Theorem 4.1? Remark 1.4 gives a necessary condition, but 
a sufficient condition might be more subtle. For instance, if Bestvina’s triangulation 
procedure is applied to a regular neighborhood of a finite Poincare complex which is 
not homotopy equivalent to a manifold then it seems likely that the resulting Menger 
manifold does not possess a Pasynkov partial product structure, but this situation seems 
not to have been investigated to date. 
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